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Jack Gruber review Introduction USAToday. com offers worldwide news on 

diverse matters and posts photographs, video, and other forms of 

multimedia. Jack Gruber is among the five photojournalists for USA Today 

and frequently posts photographs covering diverse matters. Jack Gruber has 

presented various works concerning sports and war in war-torn regions 

globally including Afghanistan, and works from political seen (Jack). 

The photojournalist has a personal website that bears some of the works that

were produced on various occasions including videos, archives and other 

information regarding the photojournalist. The website is extremely easy to 

navigate due to its simple design. The website takes least time to load its 

content thus considered satisfactory. The website design has considerable 

influence on the displayed works since it enables users to explore the 

website for all content that the photojournalist seeks to present to the 

viewers. 

The photographs that Jack Gruber has presented the viewers are displayed in

flash thus enhancing the outlook of the website, in addition to presenting, 

the most eye-catching photographs to the viewers. The videos have been 

displayed with proper organization that makes certain that the video has an 

explanation of the events that were caught on camera. Every video has its 

own story thus reducing cases of confusion for the viewers. Other multimedia

have also been aligned similarly to the videos thus maintaining uniformity. 

The website has a blog that offers the viewers a link to viewer the presented 

stories in detail. The website has contact and biographic information 

concerning the photojournalist that allows viewers to communicate with Jack 

Gruber through either e-mail or phone (Jack). Viewers have been requested 
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to connected and search archives under a category for archives. Additionally,

the website contains a category for published works. Therefore, the website 

can be deemed to maintain personal interest. 
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